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“To imagine waste...is to imagine the world in which it is produced. 
It is to invoke a moral and sociological assessment of personal worth, social organization and societal 

development” (O’Brien 2008: 171) 



Europe: 10.3 million tons/year of e-waste
(a quarter of the world’s total amount)

25% of medium sized appliances and 40% of large equipments are 
collected for being recovered and recycled. 

Number for small appliances: close to zero.

SMALL CONSUMER



"an illusion of eternal progress leading to an unstoppable 
and undeniable chain of use-scrap-replacement" 

(Obsoletos.org)

"the electronics industry makes an effort to create the illusion 
of obsolescence, to convince people that they need to 
change their computers, phones, cameras and other 

equipment in increasing shorter periods" 
(Fascendi, 2009)



ecological electronic economy 

reducing 
greenhouse 

gases

preventing 
health 

problems

recovering 
precious 
metals

creating jobs

EU Directive 2002/96/CE

Extended Producer Responsibility (EPR)



GAPS
e-waste & politics

Measures focus on the stage of RECYCLING: ...What happens/to do 
during lifespan and after??

• Earlier stages: reduction, reuse...

• Amplifying the Rs: rethink, reallocate, restructure, redistribute...

Macro-policy proposals designed "FROM ABOVE": ...What happens/to do 
“from below”? 

• Merely affect the legislative level

• Consider the creative and innovative potential of citizenship

Limited bibliography: analyzing and comparing local and state PUBLIC 
POLICIES on e-waste: ... What happens/to do out and despite of public 

policies, in everyday life?



Objective

To analyse how innovative and creative informal practices carried out by 
lay citizens in e-waste may become potential experting processes to 

democratize technological knowledge's production and public politics. 



E-WASTE CARTOGRAPHY: 
Visualizing a controversy through a computer lifespan’s time-line

A map in progress of the main involved actors, their relationships and positions 
(practical and discursive) around e-waste. 

* Resources: News, reports, twits, documentary films, websites, papers...compiled in a blog.
http://politicadechatarra.wordpress.com/

5 Categories for agents & practices spaces in every lifespan’s stages: 

- Industry (design & production)
- Institutions (governments & governamental organizations)
- Market (distributions & sells)
- 3rd Sector (NGOs & social organizations)
- Citizenship and informal groups

2 Categories in every lifespan’s stages for: 
- Conflicts around e-waste
- Tactics & Strategies for avoiding or confronting e-waste

http://politicadechatarra.wordpress.com
http://politicadechatarra.wordpress.com


E-WASTE CARTOGRAPHY
Visualizing a controversy through a computer lifespan’s time-line

http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/39836/e-Waste-Cartography%23!date=2012-05-03_15:09:33!
http://www.tiki-toki.com/timeline/entry/39836/e-Waste-Cartography%23!date=2012-05-03_15:09:33!
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Partial conflicts & strategies
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E-WASTE CARTOGRAPHY
Partial conflicts & strategies

design & production

Planned Obsolescence

Wars for scant 
materials

Toxics: 
health hazards & 

environmental damages

Laws: RoHS reduce 
occupational exposure to 

hazardous chemicals

Pressure groups: 
Communities 

coalitions
* Workers
* Surrounding Com.
* Ecologists

UN



MAIN TOPICS & OPERATIVE QUESTIONS

 

design & production

• How do people deal with “time in design” (Eno et al., 2004) in case of their computers?

• If computer design from Industry is not made “FOR repair & maintenance” (Graham & Thrift, 2007) -for 
lasting-, how can it be done from people’s everyday usage?...How are people responding to a 
design-production align with capitalist interests and consumption society?...Which are their material, 
economical, social and epistemic limits and conditions? 

• If we define (planned) obsolescence as a “sabotage”, How do people negotiate & revert this 
sabotage?...What about wished or self-sabotage (Gregson et al. 2009)?

• How to turn the hardware “failures” and crashes into “productive failures” (Graham & Thrift, 2007) in 
order to create knowledge and empowerment for/by citizens?

• What does a “green” computer mean for every involved agent?...and for users? How do people 
reappropriate, in practice, the “green” discourses around “ecological”, “energetic efficiency”, etc..., 
depoliticized and partially used by computing marketing?

• Which kind of citizenship is being defined by the present computing design & production 
system?...Who is/isn’t recognized as “citizen”/expert?...Who and how is reclaiming their citizenship 
(Mouffe, 1993) and expertise (Wynne, 1995; Epstein, 1995; Jasanoff, 2005)?

• Which role are citizens playing for producing more “green, lasting & fair” computers?... Which are 
their present and potential connections & disconnections for getting it?
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E-WASTE CARTOGRAPHY
Partial conflicts & strategies

consumption & useful life
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“Think twice”

2nd Hand Market
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* Star Label
* EPEAT Ranking
* Reports & Guides



E-WASTE CARTOGRAPHY
Partial conflicts & strategies

consumption & useful life

Perceived 
Obsolescence Short lifespan

Save energy

Install Linux

Extend the life
(Manuals & community)

* Add memory
* Ventilation
* Clean install
* Defragment
* Avoid upgrading

Tips...



MAIN TOPICS & OPERATIVE QUESTIONS
consumption & useful life

• Which are citizens’ consuming habits around computers (Silverstone, 1994; Lury, 1996; Shove, 2004, 

2005)?...Which factors influence the decision of buying or renewing a computer?... How do users 
deal with “perceived obsolescence” in their daily life?

• If high-speed, aesthetics, capacity, power, lightness & portability are the discursive promises from 
companies for inoculating “perceived obsolescence”, How do people try to get them just from their 
daily creative use, maintenance (Graham & Thrift, 2007; Gregson et al., 2009), repair (Dant, 2010) and hacking 
(Jordan, 2006)?

• Which are the material conditions and limits for displaying these innovative practices by 
citizens?...Which are the pragmatic dimensions (Dant, 2008) of these material interactions & 
negotiations between objects, users & scripts?

• How do users create, by this reappropriation practices, innovative products and opportunities that 
revert to new designs (Ingram, Shove & Watson, 2007)?

• Which kind of knowledges, expertises and resources are mobilized by citizens in the display of these 
daily and informal (Vervips & Meyer, 2001; Watson & Shove, 2008) tactics & strategies?

• Which kind of citizenship is being defined by the present consumption patron and computing 
market?...Who is/isn’t recognized as “citizen” and expert?...Who and how is reclaiming their 
citizenship (Mouffe, 1993) and expertise (Wynne, 1995; Epstein, 1995; Jasanoff, 2005)?



E-WASTE CARTOGRAPHY
Partial conflicts & strategies

e-waste processing
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MAIN TOPICS & OPERATIVE QUESTIONS
e-waste processing

• How can we depict our present Spanish “e-Waste Regime” (Gille, 2010)?...Who are their different 
political effects for?

• How long is a computer’s life from citizens’ point of view? How do people negotiate it?When and 
why to discharge a computer?

• If we define waste as “any material we have failed to use” (Gourlay, 1992; Bulkeley & Gregson, 2009), Why 
do people fail to use e-materials?...Which different conditions make people fail or success on it?

• Which innovative and informal practices do citizens make for dealing with e-waste (Gregson, Metcalfe & 

Crewe, 2007)?...How do citizens give birth, “flowing down”, to new products from e-waste (Gregson et 

al. 2010a)? How does it revert the process to new designs (Ingram, Shove & Watson, 2007)?

• Which factors help or difficult this performative materials (Gregson et al., 2010b) & practices (repair, 
donate, reuse, recycle...)?...Which kind of knowledges, expertises and resources are mobilized?

• Which role are citizens playing (or could play) for dealing with e-waste in a more sustainable way?... 
Which are their present and potential connections & disconnections for getting it?

• Which kind of citizenship is being defined by the present “e-Waste Regime” (Gille, 2010)?...Who is/
isn’t recognized as “citizen” and expert?...Who and how is reclaiming their citizenship (Mouffe, 1993; 

Mezzadra, 2008; Spivak, 1985; Mbembe, 2008) and expertise (Wynne, 1995; Epstein, 1995; Jasanoff, 2005)?



GENERAL CONFLICT DYNAMICS AROUND E-WASTE

computer

e-waste

e-wastee-waste

How does a computer become e-waste? (CENTRIFUGAL FORCES)
How does a computer keep being a computer? (CENTRIPETAL FORCES)



GENERAL CONFLICT DYNAMICS AROUND E-WASTE

Considering the cartography and conflicts around computer/e-waste...

• How does the tension between centripetal & centrifugal forces display during every 
lifespan’s stages? How do people transit in their daily life from one edge to the other?

• Which are the limits between computer & e-waste’s definitions? (Laet & Mol, 2000; 

Hetherington, 2004; Gregson & Crag, 2010)... How do citizens define & redefine creatively 
computers in their daily life?

• Which practices, materialities and meanings are trying to keep into or expel computers 
from a limited system of resources?... Under which limits & conditions do they operate?

• Which ecological, economical, socio-technical & political effects emerge from these 
citizen definitions of computer and e-waste?

• Which kind of citizenship/expertise emerges from or responds to this “e-Waste 
Regime” (Gille, 2010)?

COMPUTER E-WASTE
...becoming...

CITIZENSHIP



1. Exploratory preliminary survey of general practices & meanings of people around consume, 
daily use and maintenance of computers and responses to e-waste.

2. Focus ethnography (Knoblauch, 2005): Uncovered short-term participant observation in different 
experiences, projects and initiatives (Czarniawska, 2004) of e-waste's treatment (Observation & interviews, 
Notes, Informal interviews, Documents & Cultural Probes...). 

3. In-depth interviews with key informants: stakeholders implied on the definition and discussion of 
practices & policies around e-waste. Sharing and discussion of results. 

METHODOLOGY / FIELDWORK

Qualitative methods and ethnographic approach

Daily practices/meanings from citizens on consume & use of computers and responses to e-waste

DESIGN/PRODUCTION CONSUMPTION/USE REPAIR/DONATE/REUSE/RECYCLE

CGT-
Informatics 

Union
(Design Boycot)

OCU
Users & 

Consumers 
Organization

(Reduce-Pressure 
Group)

XSR
Support 

Network for 
Reuse

(Donate)

Cyclicka
(Repair-Donate)

Obsoletos/
Basurama

(Reuse-Recycle)

Cyclicka-Arduino
(Open hardware-Reuse)

Informal 
recyclers (BCN)
(Collect-Recycle)



Thank you!


